Kelly Osbourne wants to have a baby

The 36-year-old star has admitted she would love to start a family sooner rather than later, just a week after she was spotted to deny that she is expecting because of how she looked at the Grammy Awards. She told the New York Daily News: “I love a baby. Thafs great!” However, the fashion frickin-co-host is not pregnant just yet and she made it perfectly clear last week by taking to Twitter to clarify she was not sporting a baby bump. “I’m not pregnant just yet and she made that perfectly clear last week by taking to Twitter to clarify she was not sporting a baby bump. “I’d love a baby. That’s great.”

Liv Tyler’s partner shared the first picture of their son

The 37-year-old actress - who already has son Milo, 10, with ex-husband Brendan Cox - and Dave Gardner welcomed a baby boy into the world last Wednesday (12/1/15) and from the sporting giant have posted a picture of the little lad on their Twitter account. He captured the picture, which he posted on Saturday. “Our little one has arrived. Beautiful baby boy. Happy Valentine’s Day (enroclette)” The little boy - whose name has not been disclosed - is said to be “Happy and healthy”. Despite being born six weeks early, The actress’ spokesperson said last week: “He’s healthy and everyone is very happy. But we will need to remain in the hospital for some time.”

Kanye West poked fun at himself during a live link

The Bound 2 rapper stood on the stage at the Grammy Awards last weekend to urin in the microphones. The 40-year-old was left red-faced last weekend when he tried to grab the microphone from NBC host Matt Lauer as he closed the coverage ready to link to the broadcast of the main show. Matt said: “Thank you very much for joining us.” The Saturday Night Live 40th Anniversary Special began... “Kanye then grabbed the microphone as co-host Savannah Guthrie challenged him to stand up. Matt put his arm round the rapper and asked: “What’s happen- ing, man?” After Savannah asked whether the show started, Matt pulled Kanye away and said: “Right now.” The broadcast presented a number of highlights, including a performance from rapper Kanye West. The rapper shot to fame with the 2007 single My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy and reached the top of the charts with his albums Graduation and Watch the Thrones. Kanye’s live link during the show was met with laughter by the audience, with one Twitter user commenting: “Kanye West made it through the worst part of the show for the first time since his debut in 1996, and a teaching Tribute to Tracy Morgan - who had recovered from an accident last year from Fox News and Alex Baldwin. A number of popular sketches were revived, with Maya Rudolph resurrecting her portrayal of Beyonce to sing two songs, Will Ferrell revived his ‘Celebrity Jeopardy’ parody turn as Alex Trebek and was joined by Kate McKinnon as Justin Bieber, Darrell Hammond as Michael Jordan, and Kenan Thompson as Bill Cosby. Mike Myers brought back his ‘Wayne World’ role, which he started as a SNL sketch before making the jump to the big screen in 1992 and also took the opportunity to mock Katie Couric’s pregnancy. Katie was as Maye Campbell and Dara Starsky, who starred in the sketch. It included Baldwin and Beyonce. Chris O’sullivan told MT: “I think that one was the best, even better than Beyonce.” As Katie stood appearing to interrupt, Matt added: “Kanye, it does...”